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LILIANA HOINĂRESCU, Pragmatica reformulării în limba română. Funcţii
discursive ale marcatorului adică (p. 3-33)
Pragmatics of Reformulation in Romanian.
Discursive Functions of the Marker Adică
Abstract
Reformulation is a general feature of communication, with textual, cognitive, pragmatic and
argumentative implications. It is both a metadiscursive and interdiscursive phenomenon,
enabling a study from multiple perspectives. In the first part of our article, we provide a
synthetic presentation of the main viewpoints of this subject in order to specify our theoretical
framework and also our analytical tools. The second part of the article focuses on the
discourse marker adică, considered to be prototypical for reformulation in Romanian. The
study of contemporary functions of this pragmatic connector is preceded by a section which
presents some considerations regarding its semantic evolution and etymology. Thus, the
diachronic and synchronic approaches are related to offer a general perspective and a deeper
understanding of the uses of adică in spoken Romanian. The analysis shows that referential,
pragmatic, cognitive and argumentative functions are prevalent in oral communication, the
metalinguistic values being rather unusual and restricted in specific discursive contexts.

MIHAELA-VIORICA CONSTANTINESCU, O abordare a complimentului în
română din perspectiva im/politeții (p. 35-54)
Approaching Romanian Compliment from an Im/politeness1 Perspective
Abstract
The article investigates compliments considering a first order approach to im/politeness, that is
emphasizing participants’ evaluations and metapragmatic comments regarding the
interlocutors communicative behaviour. The corpus is represented by literary texts from the
mid-nineteenth century. The analysis illustrates the cultural norms and communicative
changes of the Romanian society under the impact of Western influence.

DANA-LUMINIŢA TELEOACĂ, Figuri de construcţie cu relevanţă stilistică în
textul psalmic modern (p. 55-67)
Construction Figures With Stylistic Relevance in the Modern Text
Of The Psalms
Abstract
Starting from a contemporary orthodox version of the Bible, my research discusses the
syntactic patterns of the modern psalm text from a two-fold perspective – on one hand, it
envisages their archaic character (relevant for the phenomenon of linguistic continuity), and,
on the other hand, it considers their stylistic relevance.
In this context, both the intensive structures (the genitive structures with superlative value, the
internal accusative and the paregmenon) as well as the tautological ones – that continue the
patterns occurring in the Greek/Hebrew/Old Slavic original – are equally relevant and concern
one of the main features of the church style, namely the “persistence by repeating”.
Consequently, in various discursive contexts, the ‘stylistic’ is to be viewed as an immanent
feature of the original text, not only as a stylistic component, attributed to it by the modern
reader.
Accepting these points of view, the intensive and tautological structures used in the Psalms
shall be considered as “auxiliary” to a rhetorical creation, and, finally, specific marks for
defining the lyric aesthetic in the religious cultural domain.

EMANUELA I. DIMA, Modalităţi de adaptare a neologismelor în primele cărţi de
bucate româneşti (p. 69-70)
Ways to Adapt French Neologisms in the First Romanian Cookbooks
Abstract
One of the first Romanian cookerry-books, published in 1846, Reţete cercate în număr de 500
din bucătăria cea mare a lui Robert, întâiul bucătar al Franţei, potrivit pentru toate stările
(500 trusty recipies from the great kitchen of Robert, the first cook of France) represents the
translation of the French book La grande cuisine simplifiée, art de la cuisine nouvelle mise á
la portée de toutes les fortunes suivie de la Charcuterie, de la Pâtisserie, de l’office, des
Conserves de légumes et précédée d’un Dictionnaire de Cuisinier released one year earlier, in
1845, in Paris, whose adjusting and translation into Romanian was made by the Moldavian
court marshal Manolachi Drăghici.
Looked upon from the main principle of the translation neology perspective, according to
which ”one can never translate a language into another one”, we can notice several strategies
made use of by the author of this translation in order to render, as appropriately as possible the
content of the original book. On the one hand, one faces a certain tendency of avoiding the
new words: whenever possible the translater renders the word related to a new concept by a
partial synonym (e.g. fr. purée is translated by a dialectal term făcăluit, -ă ‘mashed’ when the
French term reffers to ‘vegetables’ and by tocătură when is related to ‘meat’) thus avoiding
the acceptance of this neologism into this particular cookbook. On the other hand, if accepted,
the neologism is always completely adapted to the phonetic and morphological rules of
Romanian, even if there is no need for this word, as the language has perfect synonyms for the
French term (gato, for instance, from fr. gâteau, it is supposed to render the concept ‘pie’, but
the translator could have used the Romanian word plăcintă ‘pie’ or prăjitură ‘cake’).
As regards proper names, one can notice similar procedures: whenever possible the author
avoids them (Potage à la Conde is reproduced as Supă deasă ‘dense soup’, Potage à la Crecy
is rendered as Supă de rădăcină ‘root crops soup’ s. o.). If accepted in the title of the recipe,
the foreign name – be it an anthroponym or a toponym – is also, rendered according to the
Romanian phonetical rules: Durcelle ou fines herbes à papillotes becomes Darsăl (DRB
59/31), Ragoût à la Toulouse is rendered as Mâncare de la Tuluza ‘Dish from Tuluza’ (DRB
114/51) s.o.
Because of these opposite tendencies – avoiding certain neologisms and adapting them
completelly if accepted – most of these items never became literary ones.

ALINA-MIHAELA BURSUC, Despre neutralizare şi ambiguitate în câmpul
numelor de rudenie (p. 81-89)
Neutralization and Ambiguity in the Semantic Field of Kinship
Abstract
In the semantic field of kinship terms point out a few facts: a plural form as Rom. fraţi
neutralizes the binary opposition based on gender: frate/ soră, a distinction between paternal
and maternal line as in Lat. avunculus/ patruus does not appear in Romance languages, and
the meaning disambiguation of a word as Rom. nepot (“grandson” and “nephew”) is required.
This article analyses such aspects by investigating kinship terms in the main Romance
languages. This gives general insight into the linguistic phenomena of lexical neutralization,
syncretism and ambiguity.

ANA-MARIA BARBU, Diferenţa dintre limită şi ţintă exemplificată prin până (la) şi
la, cu aplicaţie la analiza construcţiilor rezultative (p. 91-101)
The Limit-Goal Difference Exemplified by până (la) and la.
An Application to the Analysis of Resultative Constructions
Abstract
The paper presents the distributional characteristics of two prepositional phrases (PP) headed
by până (la) ‘until’ and la ‘to’ when these PPs express a Limit and a Goal, respectively, in
movement contexts. We show that, in fact, these PPs are specialized to a great extent not only
in movement events, but in other types of events as well. More precisely, PP-la is used to
express verbal arguments in general, while PP-până (la) expresses limits on different
participants in an event. If this limitation capacity of PP-până (la) combines with a change of
state of a participant, then one gets a resultative construction. This is one of the important
means by which Romanian builds such constructions, irrespective of the telic or atelic
character of the verbal predicate.

IULIA MĂRGĂRIT, „Imaginea lingvistică” a unui sat românesc din Serbia,
reflectată într-un volum de metodologie a cercetării de teren (p. 103-114)
Image linguistique du village TORAC (Serbie) reflétée dans un volume
de méthodologie de la recherche de terrain
Résumé
Sur la base des textes collectés pour illustrer une certaine méthodologie de la recherche de
terrain, ľauteur identifie les particularités qui individualisent le parler de la localité Torac et en
même temps intègre dans la catégorie des parlers de Banat.

GEORGE BOCŞAN, DAN UNGUREANU, Old Turkic Hydronyms in Romania (p.
115-120)
Old Turkic Hydronyms in Romania
Abstract
Around twenty hydronyms in Romania were identified as having a Cuman origin a century
ago, around 1900. This article proposes some etymologies.

*
MISCELLANEA
IOANA VINTILĂ-RĂDULESCU, Limbile din România în Observatorul European
al Limbilor (II) (p. 121-148)
Les langues de la Roumanie dans l’Observatoire européen des langues
Résumé
Le présent article développe mes réponses au questionnaire de l’Observatoire européen des
langues (OEL), élaboré par la Fédération européenne des institutions linguistiques nationales
(FEILIN), et la conférence que j’ai donnée à l’Académie Roumaine sur leur base, auxquelles
j’ajoute quelques précisions et que je complète. L’OEL s’est proposé de présenter les
principaux aspects des politiques linguistiques des Etats membres de la FEILIN. Pour
répondre au questionnaire concernant la Roumanie j’ai consulté la législation et les différentes
sources disponibles notamment sur Internet.
L’article a trois sections principales: La diversité linguistique en Roumanie (langue officielle,
langues des minorités nationales, des immigrants, langues étrangères); Les domaines
d’utilisation de ces langues (administration locale, enseignement et publications scientifiques,
justice, moyens de communication – presse écrite, radio, TV, films –, vie économique, etc.);
Organisations concernant (aussi) les langues (l’Institut de la langue roumaine et les principales
organisations des minorités nationales).
Dans l’article je sépare en général les informations concernant la langue officielle et celles
concernant les langues des minorités nationales, ainsi que la situation de droit et la situation de
fait.
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